3 in 1 headset stand,
mouse bungee & USB hub
WH200
The gaming mouse bungee is an important addition that
keeps the cord from tangling and the rest of the items on
the table from being accidentally dropped. Besides
helping organize the play space, bungee enhances
gaming performance by reducing mouse movement
resistance, which improves reaction speed. This bungee
model embodies maximum functionality, as it is
equipped with a two-port USB hub, and its shape is
adapted for convenient storage of a gaming headset.
Embedded weights and anti-slip feet keep the gadget in
place. Stylish RGB LED lighting brings the atmosphere
to late gaming sessions. The perfect solution for small
gaming spaces and for those who like to keep their table
organized!
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features


Prevention of cord tangling



Headset stand



2-port USB 2.0 hub



7 colors RGB backlight with control button



Flexible silicone arm



Internal weight to stabilize cable tension



Anti-slip rubber feet

CND-GWH200B | 5291485007058
CND-GWH200PW | 5291485007065

3 IN 1 HEADSET STAND,
MOUSE BUNGEE & USB HUB

Workspace optimization
Headset stand
Table clutter is often distracting and
annoying. This model is designed to help
you organize your gaming space to make
playing and storing your gaming headset as
convenient as possible. With this stylish
gadget, even a small table will look
completely different.

Desktop decoration
7 RGB color modes
LED lighting provides aesthetic and
atmospheric lighting for the gaming space
during late gaming sessions. You can
choose one of seven shades of lighting to
suit the mood or the specifics of the game to
immerse yourself in the game and relax.

Maximum functionality
Hub for 2 USB-A ports
This bungee model is equipped with a
dual-port USB hub to make the gadget as
functional and useful as possible. You will be
able to connect two devices through the
built-in hub, which makes the gadget an
excellent assistant not only during the game
but also for work.

Weighted stable base
Anti-slip rubber feet
A solid base with a weighted center and
non-slip feet provide maximum stability,
even during sudden mouse movements.
Thanks to this, you can entirely focus on the
game, maneuvering the mouse following the
game tasks, and not the desktop
organization's peculiarities.

Mouse Cord Bungee
Full control
over the mouse cord
The bungee is designed to protect the
gaming mouse cord from twisting, and
objects on the table from the threat of being
knocked over to the floor due to its chaotic
movement. Elimination of the cord weight
factor makes the mouse faster and more
agile. More control in the game means more
victories!

